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Dear Members of  the UH Board of  Regents,  

I am currently an associate professor in the Department of  Physics and Astronomy at 
UHH. I arrived in Hilo in July 1998 to work on the Gemini Observatory on Maunakea as 
a postdoctoral researcher and joined UHH in 2008. I was born in Chile from foreign 
parents, a Japanese father and a Brazilian mother of  german heritage. While growing up 
in Chile under the brutal military dictatorship of  Pinochet, I realized very quickly that the 
next social equalizer is education of  all people, an endeavor that the dictatorship had 
decimated during its 18 years in power breaking down the national university system and 
cutting down funding to academic programs in basic sciences.  

When I left Chile in 1993 with a bachelor’s degree in astronomy to pursue my doctoral 
degree in the US, there were less than ten Chilean astronomers at two universities. At that 
time, these institution were not granting doctoral degrees in astronomy so I had to leave 
home to pursue my dreams. The majority of  astronomers in Chile were foreigners that 
did not interact directly with the educational entities. Today, twenty years later, Chile is a 
very different country in that young people are thirsty to learn and several are eager to 
become astronomers. The number of  professional chilean astronomers has grown to 
more than 100 and several universities have recently included the degree in astronomy as 
part of  their academic programs. Chile is a small country, with a GDP per capita of  US
$21,000 (2015 dollars reported by the World Bank) that is about 2 times lower than the 
GDP per capita of  the State of  Hawaii of  US$42,000 (in 2012 dollars as reported by 
UHERO). The current reality in Chile, I am convinced, is due to the collaborative efforts 
between the chilean and international astronomers and the long term vision of  the local 
scientific and educational community in Chile. Hawai’i has all the potential to develop the 
next generation of  Hawaiian astronomers. 

Hawaii is similar to Chile in many ways. Both places have sacred mountains facing the 
Pacific Ocean that provide one of  the best sites in the world to study the cosmos. 
Together, these two special places are helping us reach the farthest corners of  the 
Universe that have inspired all people on planet Earth since recorded history. Hawai’i and 
Chile have commonalities in different areas such as diverse cultures, unique economies, a 
history of  oppressions, and the one that brought me here: astronomy.  



The role of  Maunakea is truly important for continuing to pursue astronomy in the 
world. There are technical and scientific reasons why astronomers seek to observe the 
universe from both hemispheres of  the Earth but for me, the main reason to pursue 
astronomy in Hawai’i still goes back to my strong conviction that the future of  our 
children generations is education for all. Astronomy plays an important role in inspiring 
children and parents much like it has inspired human kind over many millennia, and in 
my story, this inspiration will lead young ones to seek an education in the physical 
sciences. While inspired by astronomy, many have found new passions and new problems 
to solve not in astronomy but in other endeavors like engineering, communication, 
business, medicine, environment, etc. On the other hand, the scientific process of  
astronomy entails a large number of  professionals with diverse training in computer 
programming, technical jobs, engineering, accounting, clerical, human resources, etc. 

Because Maunakea is in Hawai’i, we have been given a rare opportunity to become 
leaders in astronomy while carrying our children along. This can only be realized if  the 
management of  Maunakea and the Science Reserve ensures the continuation of  
astronomy. The development of  astronomy as an integral part of  the education and 
scientific discoveries in Hawai’i should be a long term commitment by the people and for 
the people of  Hawai’i.  

UH Hilo has committed to supporting astronomy as one of  the flagship programs in the 
UH system. If  the telescopes on Maunakea disappear, UH system astronomy will likely 
dwindle. Today, anyone in the state of  Hawai’i and with the important role of  the UH 
system can be trained to be a part of  Maunakea without leaving the state. Most other 
astronomers in the world have not been that lucky and had to leave their homes. Today in 
the year 2015, the people of  Hawai’i and Chile do not need to make these personal 
sacrifices. They can receive their entire education and a long term job in their home 
places. To ensure the pursuit of  astronomy in the world and to benefit the young people 
in Hawai’i that seek job opportunities in the state, Maunakea must remain in the forefront 
of  astronomy.  

Sincerely, 

Marianne


